Letter from the Chair
Dear SEG Near-Surface Geophysics Technical Section members and
friends,
This will be my last letter as the SEG Near-Surface Technical Section
(NSTS) Chair. After IMAGE ’22, Dr. Lee Slater will become our new
Chair. I would like to welcome Lee to this role. As the Past-Chair, I will
continue to help him and the leadership team. I also would like to
welcome our newly elected Chair-Elect, Dr. Geoff Pettifer, and a Vice
Chair of the Global Subcommittee, Dr. Anja Klotzsche, to the NSTS
leadership team. Dr. Christine Downs will continue as Secretary for
another term. Please join the entire NSTS leadership in welcoming
them and thanking Dr. Chih-Ping Lin for his time and contribution
during his term! We have three open appointed positions: Continuing
Educational Lead, Geophysics Publication Lead, and Website/social
media Lead. If you are interested in serving in one of these roles or
want to nominate your colleague for any of these positions, do not
hesitate to contact the NSTS leadership team.
I also would like to take this opportunity and invite you to join me in congratulating Dr. Tim Johnson for
receiving the 2022 Frischknecht Award (awarded jointly with EEGS at SAGEEP’ 22) and Dr. Chester
Weiss for receiving the 2022 Harold Mooney Award. The award will be presented to Chester during the
NSTS reception at IMAGE ’22. These awards are the recognition of Tim’s and Chester’s scientific
achievements and long-term, tireless, and enthusiastic support of the near-surface geophysics
community.
A big thank you goes to members who took the time and responded to our survey. The NSTS
leadership will use this input when developing impactful short and long-term plans and activities. I also
would like to thank those who expressed their interest in volunteering. As the Past-Chair, I plan to
engage with you and find ways to use your time and expertise to continue advancing and aiding the
near-surface geophysical community.
Yunyue Elita Li, Chih-Ping Lin, and Laurie Whitesell have been instrumental in growing regional
representation on the Global Subcommittee. I see it as a great avenue to reach and engage members
in different regions. I look forward to future activities developed using this network.
It has been a turbulent year, but I hope the last few months brought some normalcy to your lives.
IMAGE ’22 is around the corner and offers many opportunities to discover the latest scientific research,
network, provide feedback or voice your opinion. This year the NSTS will have 11 technical sessions
(three oral, four poster, and four special sessions) covering imaging and inversion, advanced

processing and machine learning, and urban, water, and environmental issues. The special sessions
are on Career-advancing near-surface geophysics: From rock core to watershed scale: Recognizing
the achievements of Rosemary Knight, New Instrumentation, and Hydrogeophysics. We also have
three post-convention workshops that will discuss infrastructure geophysics, GEM methods (Gravity,
Magnetic, Electrical and Electromagnetic) for environmental applications, and geophysical aspects of
smart cities. In addition, this year, we have included a two-part strategic panel discussion on the
Industry of Mining and the Susceptibility of Natural Resources.
The Exhibit Hall includes the Near-surface Pavilion for exhibitors and attendees to network and the
theater for technical panel discussions and exhibitor presentations. These technical panels include
Critical Mineral Supply Chain Sustainability Programs, Orphan and Abandoned Wells identification and
characterization through the Bi-Partisan Infrastructure Legislation, Federal and State Infrastructure
Programs through the Bi-Partisan Infrastructure Legislation, Ask the Experts, and Near-Surface
Geophysics Academics.
You can find more detailed information on our technical sessions, panel discussions, and workshops
elsewhere in this newsletter. Please join us for a great meeting and wonderful reception.
Many NSTS volunteers: NSTS Leadership, IMAGE ‘22 Technical Program Committee members,
abstract reviewers, sessions, workshop, and panel organizers, contributed to this year’s conference.
We appreciate all of you!
One of the important goals and missions of NSTS is to educate and engage the next generation of
geophysicists in solving unique near-surface challenges. The NSTS is the founding supporter of the
SEG Near-Surface Geophysical Research Award Endowment (https://donate.seg.org/Near-Surface.
This annual award provides research grants for undergraduate or graduate near-surface geophysics
research. Please consider a donation to this endowment (https://donate.seg.org/Near-Surface). Thank
you to everyone who has already contributed.
It was my honor to represent and serve this wonderful community. Thank you for your hard work and
support this year!
Sincerely,

Erika Gasperikova
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News
New Leadership Introduction
Thank you for casting your
votes for Chair-elect,
Secretary, and Global Vice
Chair. Join us in welcoming
Geoff as Chair-elect, Anja as
Global Vice Chair, and
Christine Downs who will
continue in the role of
Secretary. Erika Gasperikova
will transition to Past Chair
and Lee Slater will transition to
Chair. They will begin their
terms at IMAGE ‘22.

Call for Submissions: The Leading Edge
There are two more issues of The Leading Edge this year that are sure to be of interest to our
near-surface members. Consider making your contribution by submitting an article
(https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/tle.) For assistance, contact tle@seg.org.
Publication Date

Theme

Submission Deadline

Coordinator

January 2023

Seismic resolution

1 Sept 2022

Chengbo Li

February 2023

Drone geophysics

1 Oct 2022

Heather Bedle

March 2023

Full-wave inversion

1 Nov 2022

Niels Grobbe

April 2023

Critical minerals
exploration

1 Dec 2022

Chester Weiss
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On the Horizon
On the Horizon is a space to shine the spotlight on near-surface geophysics students. These are our
future colleagues and leaders. Read about what they are doing right now.
Hello, All! My name is Chris Terra. I’m a fourth-year Ph.D. candidate at Rutgers University in Newark,
NJ working with Dr. Lee Slater.
I received my B.S. in Geosciences at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst where I originally had
little to no knowledge of geophysics as a whole – let alone near-surface environmental applications. I
had always had an interest in geology and physics, so I was immediately interested in near-surface
geophysics when I first started working with Dr. Bill Clement during my undergraduate career.
Afterward, I worked for a private environmental consulting company for a few years before starting my
Ph.D. and was able to confirm my preference for hands-on – and oftentimes chaotic – field work, as
well as my desire to contribute to the breadth of work being done on using geophysical methods to
monitor subsurface contamination. I feel that there’s such massive value in being able to use
non-intrusive methods to investigate an environment with such resolution and the fact that there are a
variety of consistent hurdles and challenges associated with collecting, processing, inverting, and
interpreting geophysical data to make this field of research particularly vital to contribute to.
My dissertation research deals with using electrical methods (primarily ERT and EMI, but with some
GPR) to investigate vertical saltwater intrusion dynamics on a
barrier island (Assateague Island, MD) – where we are teamed up
with Dr. Holly Michael’s hydrology lab at the University of
Delaware. The goal of this project is to couple hydrologic data with
as many time-lapse ERT and EMI surveys as we can safely do to
investigate salinity distributions before, during, and after significant
storm events. In doing this, we hope to better be able to model the
impact that an increase in tropical storm frequency and intensity
caused by global climate change can have on coastal freshwater
reserves.
My initial goal for my career was to stay within academia and
pursue a tenure-track professorship. I really enjoy teaching others
about geophysics, geology, and environmental science as a whole
and am a huge proponent of helping to improve the quality of
scientific communication in our society. During my Ph.D., I’ve been
fortunate enough to teach introductory geology labs and I’ve really
enjoyed getting to introduce students to geology and
environmental science, and I still wish to be able to do that no
matter what my career ends up being – however, I’m currently
working through an internship at Pacific Northwest National
Laboratories, and it’s been an incredibly helpful experience being
able to learn about how research similar to my own is being
applied to federal projects as well as getting valuable input from a variety of geophysical experts on
things to consider while conducting my research. As such, my career goals are to get a postdoctoral
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position at a university or with a national laboratory and search for a long-term career that would allow
me to teach or mentor and continue to conduct the research and fieldwork that I’m passionate about.
If you have any questions about my research or would like to connect, you can find me on LinkedIn,
Twitter, or email me at cjt162@newark.rutgers.edu!

Global Virtual Lectures
With the help of industry sponsors and affiliated societies,
SEG selects industry experts each year to travel the globe
offering lectures on the hottest geophysical topics. Lecturers
typically speak for 45 minutes followed by 15 minutes for
Q&A. Recordings are available after the last session. Below
are our near-surface geophysics lecturers for 2022.

Near Surface Global Lecture Program
A Watershed Moment for Critical Zone Geophysics
Susan Hubbard, 2022 Near-Surface Global Lecturer

7 Sep 2022 10-11 AM Beijing Time
Register here

Honorary Lecture Program
Near-surface scattering in seismic data: from signal to noise and
noise to signal
Carlos Calderón-Macías, 2022 Latin American Honorary Lecturer

Applications of fiber-optic sensing to borehole seismology
Ariel Lellouch, 2022 Middle East & Africa Honorary Lecturer

Listening to Singapore: Harvesting urban noise for space, water,
and hazard mitigation
Elita Li, 2022 South & East Asia Honorary Lecturer
Using Near-Surface Geophysics to Estimate Soil and Rock
Physical Properties
Klaus Holliger, 2022 Europe Honorary Lecturer

6 Oct 2022 3-4 PM Rio de Janeiro Time
Register here
15 Sep 2022 9-10 AM Israel Timei
Register here
16 Nov 2022 10-11 Central Africa Time
Register here

View Recording

View Recording
Listen to Podcast

Summit on Drone Geophysics 2022
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The 3rd Virtual Summit on Drone
Geophysics will take place October
25-28. For the past two years this virtual
event has received overwhelmingly
positive reviews. The Summit on Drone
Geophysics is known for outstanding
technical content, but equally important,
the energetic engagement of all
attendees, especially during our group
discussions at the end of each day.
Register today!
This year's Summit on Drone Geophysics
keynote speakers (see graphic below)
will present on a wide variety of methods, applications, and hot topics: magnetometry - electromagnetics
- ground-penetrating radar - gamma-ray spectroscopy - case studies.

2022 NSTS Photo Contest
One Photo, One Sentence. Do you have a research-related photo you
would like to submit? The submission period for this year’s NSTS Photo
Contest is 1 June - 1 Sep 2022. 1st place within each contestant group
receives a $50 voucher to the SEG Online Store for 1st place within
each contestant group. Note that by submitting a photo, you are giving
SEG and the NSTS of SEG permission to use your photo for promotional
purposes. Please read the eligibility and judging criteria before sending
your submission to ns@seg.org.

Global Subcommittee
The SEG Near-Surface
Geophysics Technical Section
Global Subcommittee is
recruiting regional
representatives for the following
regions: Europe, Eurasia, North
Africa, East Africa, and SE Asia.
If interested, please contact us
at ns@seg.org.
The Global Subcommittee is
growing! Check out the latest
organization chart below. It is
wonderful to see some
representatives who bring both
regional perspectives and a wide
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range of near-surface expertise to the table.

Global Subcommittee member spotlight: Oderson Souza Filho, Brazil
Oderson Souza Filho, is geologist at the Center of Applied Geosciences,
Geological Survey of Brazil. His usual Near Surface studies lies on the
location of potential sites for water wells and the assessing the public
exposure to radon in dwellings as it may increase the risk for lung cancer.
Across South America, there are still deep inequalities in access to safe
water among the geographical regions, rural and urban communities.
Groundwater plays an important role in providing water supplies for
communities' livelihoods and well-being, irrigation and general economic
development. The right location for water supply wells is challenging in
complex geological environments.
My background expertise is on structural geology and for 10 years I was involved or directed
hydrogeological research focused on wells productivity on crystalline aquifers of semiarid Northeastern
Brazil. I dug trenches from top soil down to hard rock level, supervised state-based census of water
wells visiting almost every farm and village, created maps of geotechnical characterization of outcrops
but I have always confronted the fact that information of a well’s productivity parameters or even a good
lithological log are usually absent or unreliable.
The next following 14 years, I added geophysics to understand the fracture framework that really
matters when locating water-supplying wells. Nowadays I confront geophysical surveys with structural
and topographic parameters to create georeferenced groundwater favorability maps or sections.
Our most important and current study tries to unveil the role of mafic dikes intruded in different geologic
units – when it must be considered a hydrological barrier or to improve groundwater storage of
surrounding aquifers? Understanding the impact of dykes on groundwater resources is particularly
difficult when they are not visible at the surface. We assembled a team of geophysicists,
mathematicians, hydrogeologists from three countries to assess the role of dikes in crystalline aquifers
(rhyolite, granite) of a region dominated by mafic dike swarms, Paraná state, Brazil. First we develop
algorithms to automatically detect and estimate depth of airborne magnetic anomalies analogous to
dikes, then we compare depths with water well productivity and choose areas for detailed studies.
These areas will be surveyed for ground electrical/electromagnetic/magnetic surveys. Sites with the
best water well information and proven outcropping or sub-outcropping dikes will be surveyed with
magnetic resonance soundings (MRS) for comparison of estimated water content immediately before
(up slope), just over the dike and after the dike (down slope). This will be the first time a MRS survey
will be applied for hydrological purposes in Brazil. The findings may change the local paradigm that
dikes are always bad sites for well location.
(Project support: Fundação Araucária Paraná-FAP PIN2020141000001; Impact Scheme Newton
Fund/United Kingdom NFIS-537134315, Université de Grenoble: LabEx OSUG@2020
(Investissements d’avenir – ANR10 LABX56)
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(l) Measuring magnetic susceptibility and (r) Water tank in rural community

Comparing airborne magnetic anomalies and outcropping dikes

Location of the magnetic anomaly in eastern portion of the state of Paraná, Brazil.
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The "Radon risk programme for Brazil"
Radon is the main source of natural ionizing radiation in most of the countries. Most exposure to
population happens in small closed environments like dwellings. The odds of lung cancer cases related
to radon range from 3% to 14% according to the countries’ mean radon concentration. Radon is the
second risk factor for lung cancer and the main risk for never smokers. There is no safe level below
which radon risk is absent. Approximately 30,000 deaths are caused by lung cancer in Brazil and, not
only are treatments expensive and most of the time ineffective, but countless are the social costs due to
premature death. Nevertheless, few studies have been carried out to address the medical
consequences of radon in the country.
The Geological Survey of Brazil started in 2018 a fully integrated programme based on three pillars:
Radon Risk Map, Lung Cancer Causal Relation, Prevention and Mitigation Plans. The program has
partners from the: nuclear and radioactive protection sectors; medical and health sciences, hospitals;
university research centers; private sector, municipality health administrators and international
collaborators. The goal is to identify radon-prone areas and subsidize government and stakeholders to
create directives to minimize the risk of exposure according to WHO and IAEA recommendations.
About 475 radon detectors were installed and soil, rock and water were sampled in 13 cities across
Southern and Southeastern Brazil. A cloud-based database is available for all researchers with
archives for project management, data processing and bibliography. Specific folders with information
and maps can be downloaded by the public and stakeholders.
The epidemiologic team published a revision about genes involved in lung cancer in non-smokers
associated with radon exposure [6], and an epidemiologic questionnaire. Future developments will
include a GIS-based web map of all radon information already available in the country together with
geoenvironmental data.

Visiting a residence in Southern Brazil and the studied areas from the Airborne Radiometric Map of
Brazil
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Student Subcommittee
As always, please visit the Near Surface Facebook page for more information about our student events
or reach out (ns@seg.org).
We have some exciting plans coming down the
pike. The Open-Source Software Webinar Series
will highlight a variety of open-source software
packages pertinent to geophysicists with active
discourse between attendants and software
authors. The webinars will include a demonstration
of software. Students are encouraged to test the
software beforehand by including links to tutorials
and test data.
Each webinar will be a 1.5 hrs– 30 minute software introduction followed by a 1 hour interactive session
where attendants can ask questions. Participants will be encouraged to try the software prior to the
webinar. Dates and agendas are in development.
The Critical Skills Series spotlights the critical skills that students should know about to have a
successful, rewarding career. Skills include abstract/scientific writing, public speaking & presenting
research, producing a resume/CV, how to network and negotiate, and navigating difficult professional
interactions. The delivery and format are still in development.

Ask The Experts
Ask The Experts is student developed, organized, and conducted by the SEG Near-Surface
Geophysics Technical Section Student subcommittee. It brings together subject matter experts on a
variety of near-surface geophysics topical focus areas to answer student questions related to their
areas of specialization.
The next Ask The Experts will be held at the Near-Surface Geophysics Pavilion at IMAGE ‘22 on
Tuesday, August 30 th at 12:15 pm. Our experts will be Nicole Pendrigh (engineering geophysics),
Kennedy Doro (hydrogeophysics), John Goff (coastal geophysics) and Darren Burrows (airborne/mining
geophysics). See you there!
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SEG-AAPG International Meeting for Applied Geoscience and Energy
(IMAGE ‘22)
NSTS is offering a number of technical
sessions, panel discussions, and other
events. See our schedule on the next page.
All times are Central Time (GMT-5). For
meeting information, visit the IMAGE
website.

NS Pavilion
The Near Surface Geophysics Pavilion will
host our Emerging Focus panel
discussions and Ask the Experts. Please
stop by. You will easily find us in the front
row of the Exhibit Hall! Near-surface
geophysics companies will be presenting in
the NS pavilion too. Stop by the pavilion,
enjoy a few panels and enjoy company
presentations.

NSTS Program
Monday, 29 August

Room 342
B,C,E,& F
Oral
Sessions

Poster
Sessions

Panels

8 - 9:40 AM

10:20 AM - 12 PM

SS 2
Career-Advancing
Near-Surface
Geophysics: From
Rock Core to
Watershed Scale:
Recognizing the
Achievements of
Rosemay Knight, I

SS 2
Career-Advancing
Near-Surface
Geophysics: From
Rock Core to
Watershed Scale:
Recognizing the
Achievements of
Rosemay Knight, II

Station #9

Lunch

NS P1 Advanced
Processing and
Machine Learning, I

NS
Pavillion

1:20 - 3 PM

NS P2 Water and
Environmental
Issues

3:40 - 5:20 PM

Evening

NS P3 Imaging

Critical Minerals
Panel
10:30 AM - 12L00
PM

Tuesday, 30 August
8 - 9:40 AM
Oral
Sessions
Poster
Sessions

10:20 AM - 12 PM

Room 370

Station #9

Lunch

1:20 - 3 PM

3:40 - 5:20 PM

Evening

SS 10 New
Instrumentaltion
NS P4 Data
Processing and
Imaging
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Room GA
B
Panels

Strategic Panel Industry of
Mining/Susceptibility of Natural Resources

NS
Pavillion

Orphan Wells
Panel
10:30 AM - 12 PM

ASK THE
EXPERTS
12:15 - 1:15 PM

Infrastructure Panel
1:30 - 3 PM

NS Reception
(Marriott)
7 - 10 PM

3:40 - 5:20 PM

Evening

Wednesday, 31 August
8 - 9:40 AM

10:20 AM - 12 PM

Lunch

1:20 - 3 PM

342 A,D
NS 1 Imaging and
Inversion

Oral
Sessions
342 B,C,E,
&F

Panels

NS 2 Advanced
Processing and
Machine Learning,
II

NS 3 Urban and
Environmental

Emerging Focus
Panels

Other Events

SS 11 SEG/AGU
Hydrogeophysics

NS
Pavillion

NS Academic
Panel
10:30 AM - 12 PM

Special Sessions

Regular Sessions

Strategic Panel

Post-Convention Workshops
There will be three post-convention workshops that near-surface geophysics attendees will be
interested in.
Thursday, 1 September
8 :30 AM - 12:00 PM

Room(s) TBA

1:30 - 5:00 PM

W-10 GEM Methods (Gravity, Magnetic, Electrical and
Electromagnetic) for Environmental Applications,
8:30 AM - 12 PM
W-12 Geophysical Aspects of Smart Cities
8:30 AM - 12 PM

W-6 Infrastructure
Geophysics
1:30 - 5 PM

Calendar of Global Events
Events
SEG-AAPG IMAGE '22
Near-Surface Imaging Workshop

Location

Date(s)

Submission

Registration

Houston, TX

27 Aug - 2
Sept 2022

17 Mar 2022

Open

Muscat,
Oman

27-29 Sept
2022

1 Jun 2022

Open
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Summit on Drone Geophysics 2022

Virtual

25-28 Oct
2022

25 Aug 2022

Open

Life of Mine: Maintaining Stability
Through Geoscience

virtual

14-17 Nov
2022

26 Sept 2022

Open

Hong Kong

6-8 Dec 2022

30 Apr 2022

Opening
Soon

2nd EAGE-SEG Workshop on
Geophysics Aspects of Smart Cities

Find SEG’s full list of events on the Global Calendar.

Opportunities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Geophysicist – HDR, Englewood, CO, USA
Principal Geophysicist – Tetra Tech, Golden, CO,
USA
Geophysicist – Leidos, Patrick AFB, FL, USA
Geophysicist – U.S. Geological Survey, Golden,
CO, USA
Munitions Response Project Geophysicist, Bristol
Alliance of Companies, Golden, CO, USA
Geophysicist – German Aerospace Center,
Neustrelitz, Mecklenburge-West Pomerania,
Germany
Geophysicist – RÖHLL Munitionsbergung GmbH,
Frankfurt, Deutschland
Geophysicist and Hydrogeologist – ERA
Personnel, Newcastle, New South Wales,
Australia

●
●
●
●
●

Near Surface Geophysicist – RSK, Hemel
Hempstead, or Helsby, England, United Kingdom
Geophysicist – Boskalis, Great Yarmouth,
England, United Kingdom
Engineering Geophysicist – AECOM, Bristol,
England, United Kingdom
Senior Geophysicist – WOOD THILSTED, Bristol,
England, United Kingdom
Seismic Hazards Senior Engineer – RINA,
Rozzano, Genova, Italy
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